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Run from the past. Run from the future. Run for your lives.

He's a novice time traveler in a big universe.

Ben just wants time with the scientist's daughter who got him into this, but when
he's rooked into competing in a chronothon-an Amazing Race through time-
getting the girl means he'll need to make the finish line. When he finds out this
competition is more than just a sprint through history, winning takes a back seat
to surviving. To save the people he loves, he'll have to conquer the real dangers
hidden in the shadows of the chronothon.

The world of time travelers expands in this next installment of the In Times Like
These time travel series. Fans of book one will find more to love, but new readers
can jump right in and enjoy this stand-alone time travel novel. Expect action,
adventure, and romance on this journey through past and future. Fresh dangers
will arise for Ben and company in a quest for the finish line, where failure to
keep up will cost more than just a shot at glory--it could mean the end for them
all.

What the reviewers are saying:

"Easily the coolest time travel adventure that I've ever read."-Eric L. Fisher,
Amazon US.
★★★★★

"...a time travel version of Hunger Games." Jeffrey Ellis-Amazon customer.

"I actually read right through the night the day I started." -Dancing Queen,
Amazon UK.
★★★★★

"In terms of well developed characters and an intricate story line that never falls
apart, this book was pure pleasure to read." -Glenn Younger, Goodreads.
★★★★★
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"I'm an avid reader who likes all kinds of books, Sci fi, romance, alt history,
werewolves, little old lady mysteries... This was a great ride and I couldn't put it
down."-Amazon Customer "Irelynkiss"
★★★★★

"EXCELLENT book...They need to make a movie out of this!!!!"-Cleany "neeks"-
Amazon customer.
★★★★★

"I honestly think this is the best time travel book I have ever read... non-stop
adventure." Angie T.D., Amazon Top 1000 Reviewer. Amazon UK. ★★★★★
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Editorial Review

Review
"Hang on to your anchors! The Chronothon is a blast--a whirlwind race through space and time, where
nothing is quite what it seems. Van Coops tackles the action masterfully, carrying the reader from one wild
adventure to the next." --Rysa Walker, Timebound.

"Van Coops masterfully creates a universe of time travellers at their best and at their worst. This is how time
travel might one day be...or already has been."--time2timetravel.com

"This should be a must-read of 2015 among lovers of time travel and speculative fiction adventure."
Amazon Vine Voice Review

From the Author
Welcome to The Chronothon! This book was the most fun I've ever had writing. If you like adventure, with
a little bit of romance, history, and some fantastic locations thrown in, this is the book for you. I'm an avid
reader of time travel and have never seen this concept tackled, so I was eager to see where the story would
take me.  This book contains moderate profanity and some scenes of intense sci-fi violence, roughly
equivalent to a PG-13 film. Appropriate for teen, young adult, and adult readers. Not appropriate for
children. Thanks for reading. -NVC

About the Author
Nathan Van Coops lives in St. Petersburg Florida on a diet comprised mainly of tacos. He enjoys old
planes, motorcycles, and Volkswagens; and contends that there is such a thing as "dressy" flip-flops. He is
the author of two time travel adventure novels: In Times Like These, and, The Chronothon.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Edward Strode:

What do you think of book? It is just for students as they are still students or this for all people in the world,
what best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has distinct
personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't
wish do that. You must know how great and important the book The Chronothon. All type of book could you
see on many resources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Diane Numbers:

Do you like reading a publication? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book had been rare? Why
so many problem for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people likes
reading through, not only science book but also novel and The Chronothon or maybe others sources were
given information for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel would like to read more and more.
Science e-book was created for teacher or students especially. Those textbooks are helping them to include
their knowledge. In other case, beside science book, any other book likes The Chronothon to make your



spare time much more colorful. Many types of book like this one.

Timothy Roesch:

A lot of book has printed but it is different. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the most
beneficial book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is identified as of
book The Chronothon. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it may add
your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware about
book. It can bring you from one location to other place.

Roy Stoudt:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got learners? We believe that that issue
was given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And also you
know that little person just like reading or as reading through become their hobby. You must know that
reading is very important and also book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to increase you
knowledge, except your own personal teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update in relation to
something by book. Different categories of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them
is actually The Chronothon.
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